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ABSTRACT S.
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Abstract,

1.1

,Seguential Information PresentatiC

1,

The present i'es'earch provides a further demonstration of the observer

bias. Observers were asked to make attributions about an actor's

behavior'after having been provided with category-based (group

membership) and target-based (a prior behavior) information:. The

actor's behavioral freedom was left un-eertain in order to determine

whether observers would rely primarily on prior information when

interpreting _such a behavior or whether they would focus basically
-

on the content of the behavior itself when-making an attribution.

Obs vers made a dispositional attribution even in those cases where

sible congraints on the.actor's behavior were indicated by the

prior informati6n. On4 the confidence ratings and the perceived

validity of the actor's arg ts were affected. Thus, these results

indicate that when perceivers are given a series of behaviors by an

actor to interpret, each behavior is believed to be high'in informa-

tional value even when the prior behaviors and background of the

'actor might indicate otherwise.
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Sequential Information Presehtation, Behavioral Expectations,

. and the Observer Bias

-rdr,

Much controversy has surrounded the doncept of the "fundamental

attribution error" in the area of attitude attribution. Ross (1977)

defines this as, "the tendency for attributors to 4nderestimate the

impadt of situational factors and to overestimate the role of'dis-

gositional factors in contiolling behavior" (p. 18.3). There has

.been some discussion about whether such a tendency on the part of

observers can truly be called an error (Harvey, Tpwn, & Yarkin, 1981;

Reeder, 1982), There can be no dispute, however that observers

are willing to make dispositional inferences on ,Vhe basis of an

adtor's behavior even when that behavior has beep severely constrained.
This has been demonstrated empirically in a number of experiments

(e.g., ,Iones & Harri, 1967; Miller, 1976; Schneader & Miller, 1975;

.Snyder &--Jones, 1976).

Typically, attributions of attitude are t'ssessed_after one
,

.instance-of an actor's behavior has been 15resented. One purpgse of
. the present research wa to determine what types of attributions are

.
:le

made by observers after the presentation of a sequence of behaviors.

Each additional behavior of an actor should presumably:have the

potential to modify expectancies regarcling the actdr's subsequent

behaviors.

Jones and Berglas (1976) distinguish between category-based

expectandies (formed on the basis of group membersnip) and target-

based expectandies (formed on the basis of an aCtor's prior behaviors).
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In the present research, obserVers were given both.types of informa-
tion prior to receivin6 additional information about the actor.

Theoretically, the information g! value of the targe/t-based behavior
should be low when the behavior has been constrained in some manner,

and high in informational value when the behavior has been freely

chosen by the actor. However, because of the existance of the

observer bias, we predicted. that even a constrained behavior might.
create an expectancy which would influence an observer's attributions

about an actor's subsequent behavior.

In some situations, the degree of external.constraint on an

actor's behavior iS uncertain. For example, consider a prisoner of
war who speaks out against histown country. Was the behavior freely

chosen or was it coercee We created a situation where the actor's

behavioral freedom, was uncertain in ordei' to.determine whether

observers would rely primarily'on prior information 11,:bout the actor
when Anterpreting such a behavior or whether they would focus basically
on the 6ontent of the behavior itself when making an attribution.

Method

*V"SUbjects

The subjects consisted of 135 undergraduate volunteers.

Procedure

All participants were asked to make judgements about.a target

person on the basis of limited information. Caegory-based infor-
mation was provided indicating that the.target person could be

classified as either (a) a liberal or (b) a conservative. Pifot

data indicated that persons with liberal beliefs were expected to

5
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Ybe pro-marijuana 'and -pro-abortion. Opposite attit es were expected
for those"with generally conservatAve beliefs. Therefore, for the

purposes of this experiment, two essays-(pro and anti).'were -

constructed for each of these two topics.

After ha.1.4ng been given the category-based.information, subjects
,

read an essay purportedly written by the target person. Half of the
,subjects were given a pro-Marijuana essay to read and half were

given an anti-marijuana essay. Half were told that the target person
freely chose the position taken in the essay and half were told
t,hat the essay position had Ileen Assigned. Subjects were then asked
to estimate the essay,writer's true attitude (0 =,strongly anti-

marijuana, 10 = strongly pro-marijuana). Subjects also indicated

their degree of 'confidence in attributions (0 = not at all
sure, 10 = very sure), rated the validity of the arguments contained
in the essay (0 = not at all valid, 10 = very Nialid)', and rated the
Convincingriess of the essay (0 =.not at all convinging, 10 = very
convincing). Subjects were also asked to indfcate their own attitudes

-and to estimate the typical attitude toward'this issue (0 = strongly
anti-mariluana 10 = sti'ongly pto-marijuarla).

All subjects were then given a second essay to read, purportedly

written by the same target person. This essay was either pro-abortion
or anti-abortion. Subjects were not told_whether the position taken
in the second essay had been freely chosen, or assigned to the target.
person. After reading this essay, Subjec,ts estimated, the writer"'s'

true attitude (0 = strorigly anti-abortion, 10 = 'strongly pro-abortion)
and responded to trie same measures as those which followed the first ,

essay:

6
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'The design of the experiment was a 2 (Category-based information:

Liberal or Conservative) X 2 (Taret-based information: Pro- or

anti-marijuana.essay) X 2 (Writer's Freedom: Marijuana essay freely

chosen or assigned) X 2 2na Essay Direction: Pro- or anti-abortion)*
110. 1.

complete factorial. Each response was analyzed by an unequal n ANOVA.
. .

Results

First Essay.

As expected, attitude attributions for the first essay were

influenced by the category-based information provided, .(Liberal:

M = 5.69; Conservative: M.= 4.16, F(1,119) = 15.77, 2 <.01)..

The liberal target.person was rated:as more pro-marijuana than the

conservative targetperson independent of the essay content.

Also,as expected, there was a tiqo-way interactitn between

essay directiOn and the writer's freedom on the. attribution Cf

attitudes. Subjects made attributions more correspondent with the

essay content when the position was freely chosen rather than assigned

(F(1,119) = 10.26, 2 <.01). However, consistent with prevlous,findings,

observers made attributions consistent with the essay.content even

in the assigned conditions. See'Figure 1.,

dibser;vers were less confident about their a4tributions when the .

eSsay 'position was assigned (Free choice: Pr= 8.33; Assigned: M = 6.98,

F(1,119), = 11,93, 2 <.01): They we're also less confident.when the
,

target-based information (i.e. essay content) .was inconsAstentwith

the category-based information,-resulting in a two-way interaction

between these variables (Liberal ProJimarijuana: M = 7.75; Conservative,
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P"ro-NArijuana: M = 6.37; Liberal, Anti-marijuana: M = 7.94; Conservative,

Anti-marijuana: M = 8.75, F(1,119) =.7.30, <.01).

The anti-marijuana essay was rated as more convincing than the

pro-marijuana essay (Anti-marijuana Essay: M = 6.91; Pro-marijuana
Essay: M = 5.79, F(1,119) = 7.13, a .01), and subjects were more

confident aboui their attributions when the essay was anti-marijuana

(Anti-marijuana Essay: M = 8.34; Pro-marijuana Essay: M = 7.07,F(1,119) =

10.71, p <.01).

Subjects'own attitudes toward marijuana varied as a function of

the essay cOntent. Those who read a pro-marijuana essay expressed

at(nore favorable attitude toward mar,ijuana than those who read an

anti-marijuana essay (Pro-marijuana: M = 5.77; Anti-marijuana: M = 4,30,

F(1,103) = 6.66, a <.05). Estimates of the typical attitude toward

Marijuana were sAmilarly affected (Pro-marijuana: M = 5.75; Anti- -
marijuana! M = 4.70, F(1,103) = 2. < .05).

Second Essay.

Attributions of attitUde were generally consistent with.the

position taken in the essay,regardless of the prior category-based

and target-based information (Pro-abortion Essay: M = 7.57; Anti-

abOrtion Essay: M = 3.03, F(1,119) = 82.9, EL<.01). The only effect

of the prior information is reflected in a marg±nally significant

intetaction between the target-based informatIon and the essay content

(F(1,119).,='3".52, <.10). See Figure 2. Attributions were most

correspondent with the information contained in the abortion essay

when the prvious essay h-ad been anti-marijuana. This was true :

regardless of whetheror not the marijuana essay had been freely
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chosen or assigned.

Attributions were not affected by the prior category-based
information. However, there was a significant interaction between-
the category-based information and the essay direction on the

confidence ratings, Subjects were most confident in their attributions
when the essay direction was consistent with the category-based

expectancy (Liberal, Pro-abortion Essay: M = 8.06;,Liberal, Anti-

abortion Essay: M = 7.00, Conservative,
Pro-abortion Essay: M = 7.06;

Conservatiye, Anti-abortion Essay).M = 8.48, Fc1,119) = 8.01, 2:<.01).

The pro-abOrtion.essay was rated' as more convincing (Pro-

abortion Essay; M = 7.33; Anti-abortion' Essay: M = 5.56, F(1,119) =
17,16,.. <.01) and more valid (Pro-abortion Essay: M = 7.54; Anti-

.

abortion Essay: M = 5.42, F(1,119) = 24.53, Il< .01) than the anti-

abortion essay.

Arguments in the abortion essays were perceived as more valid'
.when the prior Category- and target-based information was inconsistent,
resulting in a_two-way interaction (Liberal, Pro-marijuana Essay: M =

5,94; Liberal, Anti-marijuaria ESsay: M = 6.91; Conservative, Pro-

marijuana Essay: M = 7.00; Conservative,
Anti-marij,uana Essay: M =

-6.-19 F(1,119) = 4.36, 11 <705).

SubSects' attitudes toward Che abortion e varied as a function
of the essay content. Those who.read the pro-abortion essay expressed
a more favbrable attitude toward abortion than those who read the anti-
abortion essay (Pro-abortion Essay: M = 7.53; Anti-abortion Essay:
M = 5.33, F(1,97) = 9.90, <.01). Furthermore, those subjects who
read a pro-abortion.essay were more likely to express a pro-abortion.
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attitude when .the essay wi4iter was portrayed as conservative Ther

than liberal. No such effect was found for the anti-abortion essay,

resultip.ein a two-way intera:ption betwuen category-based information

and-essay direction (Literal, Pro-abortion .Essay: M = 6.47; Conservative,

Pro-abortion Essay: M = 8.53; Liberal,'Anti-abbrtion'EssaY: M =

Conservative, Anti-abortiori Essay: M = 5.27, F(l,112) = 4.63,

Discussion -`

The results-of this research prdvide further evidence fol".the

existance of the so-called observer bias. Even though observers were

less confident-1n their attributions following the-first essay when

the essay position was assigned rather than freelylchosen, and even

Vlough they were less confident when the essay's content was incon-

sistent with the prior category-based informatiOn,'observers were

still quite Willing to make an attribution consistent with the essay

content. ,

The bias is further demonstr4ted by the attributions which

followed the second essay. Attributions were generally consistent, -

'with the essay content regardless of the prior category-based and . 9

target-based information, even thpugh the writer''s freedom when

writing the second essay was left uncertain. Observer aPparently

!did not assume that the writer's behavior had been con trained even

in hoe cases where the second essay was inconsistent with the

earlier iriformation. *

Apparently the earlier information did have some impact, hOwever

Attributions for,the sesond essay were more correspondent with the

10
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essay content when the writer had previously eXpressed an anti-
f

marijuana attitude. Perhaps, since t.he ariti-Mapijuana essay was

perceived as more convincing than the pro-marijuana essay, those
/

subjects who read the anti-marijuana essay may +lave anticipated that
V

the scoild essay would qontain some worthwhile information and therefone

paid greater attention to the arguments contained in that essay as4

cOmparea to those subjects-who,initially read the pro-manijuana essay.

An unexpected resuit was that the perceived validity of the

arguments,contaJned ip the second essay was apparently influenced

by the prior category-based and target-based information,. 'The

arguments were perceived as more valid when-the two pfrior sets of

information were inconsistent with one another. Walster, Aronsan,

and Abrahams (1966) found that arguments tended to be move persuasive

when those arguments were inconsistent with the 'source's ntegory-

based background. The results of this research offer suggestive

evidence that such an inconsistency can have a positive effect on

the perceived validity of later ideas expressed by such a person.

This effect is also reflected in the readers' assessment of

their own attitudes. Those who read a pft-abortion essay were more

likely to express a pro-abortion attitude when the esbay writer,was

portrayed as conservative rather thall liberal. A similar effect was

not obtained,among readers who read the anti-abortion essay, but

this may be due to the fact that the arguments contained in that essay

were apparentli pot perceiv'ed as very convincing.

It should be noted that the readers' own attitudes were not

assessed prior to tileir reading of the essays. Therefore, it cannot

11
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be determined wliet.hei arry ie1 attitude chan!le-r&sglted from 'the

reading oethe essays. In any case. these 1,esu1ts indicate tiTat the,-

relationship between attribution processes
,

and attitude change deserves

further investigation.

The major contrtbutian of this research project is its demonstration

of the strength of the observer bias. It appears that each new input

of behavioral information ia perceived'to be 'high in informational

value; eveh when the evidenct implies.otherwise. Thus, although the

validity of the'"fundamental.attribution error" is still in doubt,

the existance of the."observer bias" cannot be aeriouslyquestioned.

12
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